Area-efficient Reconfigurable Ring Oscillator for Characterization of Static and Dynamic Variations
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I. INTRODUCTION

With device scaling, not only static device variability but also dynamic variations as random telegraph noise (RTN) has become serious threats [1–3]. Accurate characterization and modeling of these variations are needed for design margin setting and reliable operation.

In order to measure the statistical properties of static variations as within-die (WID) and dynamic variations as RTN, large number of samples are required. Conventionally, device-array based test structure [4], [5], or ring oscillator (RO) array based test structures [6] are used. RO based approach gives us the information of devices under switching conditions which represent the digital circuits. However, RO based measurement does not give us the information on the underlying variations. Various approaches are proposed to make the RO frequency sensitive to a particular variation source [7–9]. In order to characterize transistor-by-transistor variability, an inhomogeneous structure is proposed [10] which makes the RO frequency sensitive to a small set of transistors. The existing techniques have two fundamental problems. One is the large area required for large samples. The other is the inability of device identifications for accurate characterization and modeling. In order to overcome these problems, we propose a reconfigurable RO structure. With a single proposed RO, large samples can be measured with device identification.

II. RECONFIGURABLE RING OSCILLATOR

Fig. 1 shows our proposed reconfigurable RO structure where reconfigurable inverter cells are used. Each cell can be configured to several delay modes ((a)–(d)). The sensitivity of a particular stage’s delay is enhanced by configuring the RO as an inhomogeneous structure [10]. For nMOSFET characterization, Fig. 1(b) configuration is used for a particular stage, and Fig. 1(a) for all other stages. This configuration makes the RO frequency sensitive to the nMOSFETs of the inhomogeneous stage only. In order to identify the devices, we place two pass-gates in parallel as in Fig. 1 (C2 and C3, C4 and C5). With this structure, device mismatch can be measured directly by taking the difference between the frequencies by turning one of the two parallel pass-gates ON and other OFF, and vice versa. To identify devices with RTN effects, frequency fluctuation is observed for each pass-gate configuration. Thus, device level characterization becomes possible under switching conditions. With an N-staged RO, N types of inhomogeneous configurations for either nMOSFET or pMOSFET can be sampled. Thus, statistical properties can be obtained by choosing N to be sufficient large. Die-to-die (D2D) variation and location correlated variations are measured by configuring the RO as homogeneous [9].

III. TEST CHIP DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Test Chip Design

A test chip is fabricated in a 65-nm process to validate our proposed structure. Fig. 2 shows the chip floorplan along with the layout of the reconfigurable inverter cell, the RO, and the controller. The inverter cell has the same height as the standard cells to allow conventional cell based design. This approach reduces implementation and design cost. The proposed ring oscillator thus can be embedded in any digital
Fig. 3: WID device variations at 0.8 V supply.
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Fig. 4: Frequency fluctuation over time when C2 and C3 nMOSFET pass-gates of the inhomogeneous stage are turned on alternately.
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B. Measurement Results

1) WID Variation: Fig. 3(a) shows the histogram of frequency differences when C2 and C3 pass-gates (nMOSFET pass-gates) are ON alternately. The frequency difference is the function of the device mismatch between these two transistors. Thus, device mismatch is directly measured with our proposed structure. Fig. 3(b) shows the histogram when C4 and C5 pass-gates (pMOSFET pass-gates) are ON alternately. Both the distributions are Gaussian suggesting we could measure the random variation. nMOSFET variability is measured to be larger than that of pMOSFET which agrees with the results reported in [5]. These variations can be further analyze to extract underlying variation sources with the methods presented in [9], [10].

2) RTN: In order to measure RTN effects, RO frequency for each inhomogeneous configuration is measured for 22 s with an integration time of 1 ms. For each configuration the pass-gate configuration is swapped to identify devices with RTN. In this test chip, we could find several samples with RTN effects. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show frequency fluctuations over time (22 ms) for an nMOSFET-sensitive inhomogeneous configuration. Fig. 4(a) shows the frequency fluctuation when the C2 pass-gate in Fig. 1 is turned ON and C3 pass-gate is turned OFF. Fig. 4(b) shows the frequency fluctuation for an alternative configuration (C2 OFF and C3 ON). C2 pass-gate ON configuration shows no binary fluctuation whereas C3 pass-gate ON configuration shows binary fluctuation which indicates that C3 pass-gate is RTN affected. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show two examples for pMOSFET RTN effects. RTN is observed when C4 transistor is turned OFF and C5 transistor is turned ON referring that C5 transistor is RTN affected. Thus, by changing the configuration we can identify each transistor’s characteristic.

IV. Conclusion

An area-efficient reconfigurable RO structure is proposed for accurate characterization of device level static and dynamic variations. Measurement results from a 65-nm test chip confirms the validity of the proposed structure.
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